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Abstract— Concrete is a composite material composed 

mainly of water, aggregate, and cement. Usually there are 

additives and reinforcements included to achieve the desired 

physical properties of the finished material. For solving the 

disposal of large amount of recycled plastic material, reuse of 

plastic in concrete industry is considered as the most feasible 

application. The reuse of material can reduce the normal 

usage of ingredients in concrete and thereby reduce the cost 

of construction. This study is focused on the use of thermo 

setting plastics as a partial replacement of aggregates in 

concrete. The aim was to investigate the characteristics of 

concrete with the addition of plastic and comparing it with the 

control mix, thereby determining the advantages and 

disadvantages of doing so. One of the methods for 

manufacturing of such concrete involves reduction of amount 

of cement in the mix, which added to the reduction the total 

cement consumption. The use of waste materials also solves 

the problem of disposing the excessive amount of industrial 

wastes. Such Concrete is a concrete in which one or more of 

its constituents are replaced by a resource saving material, 

which ultimately has reduced environmental impacts in terms 

of both, resource utilization and pollution impacts together. 

This paper discusses the importance of such Concrete in the 

present day context and highlights its merits over 

conventional concrete which otherwise posing a serious 

threat to the environment through global warming. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Vibration might be brought about by natural powers 

following up on a structure, for example, wind or 

earthquakes, or by an apparently harmless vibration source 

causing reverberation that might be ruinous, terrible or 

basically badly arranged. The seismic waves will make 

structures influence and waver in different manners relying 

upon the recurrence and heading of ground movement, and 

the tallness and development of the structure. Seismic 

movement can cause extreme motions of the structure which 

may prompt even auxiliary disappointment. The power of 

wind against tall structures can make the head of high rises 

move significantly in excess of a meter. This movement can 

be through influencing or winding. Certain points of wind and 

streamlined properties of a structure can emphasize the 

development and cause movement infection in inhabitants 

and posture genuine functionality issues. To upgrade the 

useful execution of the structure against seismic and wind 

powers, an appropriate structure configuration is performed 

utilizing elective basic frameworks and by usage of different 

vibration control equipment.  

 With the rapid economic development and advanced 

technology, civil structures such as high-rise buildings, 

towers and long span bridges are designed with an additional 

flexibility, which lead to an increase in their susceptibility to 

external excitation. Therefore, these flexible structures are 

susceptible to be exposed to excessive levels of vibration 

under the actions of a strong wind or earthquake. To protect 

such civil structures from significant damage, the response 

reduction of civil structures during dynamic loads such as 

severe earthquakes and strong winds has become an 

important topic in structural engineering. An earthquake is a 

natural phenomenon associated with violent shaking of the 

ground. They are vibrations of the earth’s surface caused by 

sudden movements of earth crust mostly due to tectonic 

movements. Since earthquake forces are random in nature 

and unpredictable, the engineering tools needs to be 

sharpened for analyzing structures under the action of these 

forces. Earthquake loads are to be carefully modelled so as to 

assess the real behaviour of structure with a clear 

understanding that damage is expected but it should be 

regulated. A different storey building such as 10th, 12th, 14th, 

16th, 18th, and 21th storey building is selected which is 

subjected to dynamic loading earthquake. Under the 

increasing urban population density, scarcity of land and 

housing shortfalls, there is necessity of high-rise buildings. 

 The number of Tall buildings constructed nowadays 

has increased. Most of these buildings have a low natural 

damping. So, there is a need to increase the damping capacity 

of a structural system in the new generation of tall and super-

tall buildings. The control of vibrations induced in the 

buildings by seismic waves is achieved by modifying 

rigidities, masses, damping and shape or by providing passive 

or active counter forces. Some of the methods provide a 

possibility of improving efficiency. The selection of a 

vibration control device is based on a number of factors such 

as efficiency, compactness, weight, capital cost, operating 

cost, maintenance requirements and safety. 

 Passive energy dissipation systems utilize a number 

of materials or devices for increasing damping, stiffness and 

strength. Passive energy dissipation systems are 

characterized by the efficiency to dissipate energy in a 

structure. Energy dissipation is achieved by the conversion of 

kinetic energy into heat or by transferring energy between 

vibrating modes. The latter method consists of secondary 

oscillators, which act as dynamic vibration absorbers. 

 The energy absorbed by the displacement-activated 

damper is through the relative displacement of the points of 

connections within the structure. Therefore, the behaviour is 

independent of the frequency of motion and the damper is in-

phase with internal forces generated at the end of each 

vibration cycle corresponding to the peak deformations of the 

structure. The energy absorbed by the velocity-activated 

damper is through the relative velocity between the points of 
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connection. Therefore, the behaviour depends upon the 

frequency of motion and the damper is out-of-phase with 

internal forces generated at the end of each vibration cycle 

corresponding to the peak deformations of the structure. 

Motion – Activated Dampers are secondary masses that 

absorb structure’s vibration energy through structures’ 

motion. They are tuned to resonate with the main structure, 

but remain out-of-phase with the structure. These dampers 

absorb the input energy of a structure and dissipate by 

introducing extra forces to the structure so that a less amount 

of energy is stored in the main structure. Table I shows the 

types of passive energy dampers (Chang, C. H., and Soong, 

T T 1980). 

A. Tuned Mass Damper 

The concept of Tuned Mass Damper came into existence in 

the 1940s. The spring and damping elements are secondary 

masses of the structure which provides a frequency dependent 

physical phenomenon to increase damping in the primary 

structure. Nowadays, numerical and experimental studies 

have been carried out on the effectiveness of Tuned Mass 

Dampers in reducing the seismic response of structures. 

Tuned Mass Damper system is a well-accepted strategy in the 

area of vibration control of flexible structures particularly for 

tall buildings. The mechanism of suppressing structural 

vibrations by attaching a Tuned Mass Damper to the structure 

is to transfer the vibration energy of the building to the Tuned 

Mass Damper and to dissipate the energy. In other words, the 

frequency of the damper is tuned to a particular structural 

frequency, so that when that frequency is excited, the Tuned 

Mass Damper will resonate out of phase with the structural 

motion (Den Hartog, J. P., 1947). Properly designed tuned 

mass damper has the following functions: 

1) Reduced displacements, accelerations, internal stresses 

and strains. 

2) b) Increase structural safety. (i.e., the collapse of a 

building becomes less probable and hence, human life is 

protected). 

3) c) Improve serviceability of the structure. (i.e., damage 

and corresponding repair cost in case of seismic events 

are reduced significantly) 

1) Classification of Tuned Mass Dampers 

Tuned Mass Dampers are divided into two groups, i.e., 

vertically and horizontally working devices. The application 

depends on the shape of the disturbing mode as well as on the 

position/direction of the TMD in order to reduce the 

vibration. 

a) Vertically Acting Tuned Mass Dampers 

Vertically Acting Tuned Mass Dampers are supported on 

helical steel springs. The frequency depends on mass and 

spring stiffness. The spring system is designed as a hanger 

system so that the springs are loaded in tension and also 

combined application with tension and compression springs 

is possible. 

b) Horizontally Acting Tuned Mass Dampers 

It consists of a horizontally swinging mass, which is placed 

between steel springs. A damping element is arranged in 

parallel to the springs. The horizontal stiffness of the springs 

as well as the shape of the mass is responsible for the target 

frequencies. The flexibility is achieved by the horizontal 

motion of the mass at the bottom of the hanger system. The 

mass works in one direction only, but it may also work on the 

horizontal plane. 

c) Optimization of Tuned Mass Damper parameters 

The basic principles of Tuned Mass Dampers of reducing 

structural response are well-established, but optimal Tuned 

Mass Damper configuration is quite a different problem 

(Richard Lourenco 2011). In the design of any control device 

for the suppression of undesirable vibrations, the aim would 

be to provide optimal damper parameters to maximize its 

effectiveness. A typical tuned mass damper consists of a mass 

‘m’ which moves relative to the building and is attached to it 

by a spring with a stiffness ‘k’ and a viscous damper with 

coefficient ‘c’. 

 A Tuned Mass Damper is characterized by its 

tuning, mass and damping ratios. The tuning ratio ‘f’ is 

defined as the ratio of fundamental frequency of the Tuned 

Mass Damper ‘ωt’ to that of the building ‘ωo’. Thus, 

f = ωt / ωo 

Mass ratio μ is 

μ = m / M 

Where, 

M is the total mass of a Single Degree of Freedom structure 

or the generalized mass of a Multi Degree of Freedom 

structure, computed for a unit modal participation factor. 

Damping ratio is given by 

ξ = c / 2mωt 

 

 

 
Fig. 1: Tuned Mass Damper in Taipei 101. 

II. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY  

1) Study of various researches made on symmetrical and 

unsymmetrical moment resistance frame (MRF). 

2) To find the seismic response (storey drift, storey 

displacement and base shear) of a unsymmetrical MRF 

building with and without any damping device using 

ETABS. 

3) A tuned mass damper (TMD) is placed on its top at 

different locations and through it to study its effects on 

Storey drift, storey displacement and base shear and 

analysis with and without the tuned mass damper (TMD) 

in ETAB. 
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4) The result obtained from software analysis of G+20 

storey building with and without tuned mass damper and 

compare result with each other. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW  

A brief review of previous studies on the application of tuned 

mass damper on different structural configuration has been 

discussed. This literature review also includes previous 

studies on different application of vibration of tuned mass 

damper. This literature review on recent contribution related 

to vibration analysis of building structure with tuned mass 

damper. 

 Jos´e L. Almaz´an (), in his research paper he 

studied the behaviour of Passive tuned-mass dampers 

(TMDs) are a very efficient solution for the control of 

vibrations in structures subjected to long-duration, 

narrowband excitations. In this study, a Bidirectional and 

Homogeneous Tuned Mass Damper (BH-TMD) is proposed. 

The pendulum mass is supported by cables and linked to a 

unidirectional friction damper with its axis perpendicular to 

the direction of motion. Some advantages of the proposed 

BH-TMD are: (1) its bidirectional. 

 
Fig. 2: Schematic representation of a BH-TMD 

 Nature that allows control of vibrations in both 

principal directions; (2) the capacity to tune the device in each 

principal direction independently; (3) its energy dissipation 

capacity that is proportional to the square of the displacement 

amplitude, (4) its low maintenance cost. Numerical results 

show that, under either unidirectional or bidirectional seismic 

excitations, the level of response reduction achieved by the 

proposed BH-TMD is similar to that obtained from an “ideal” 

linear viscous device. 

 Alex Y. Tuan and G. Q. Shang (2014) in his analysis 

investigate the mitigating effects of a TMD on the structural 

dynamic responses of Taipei 101 Tower, under the action of 

winds and remote (long-distance) seismic excitation. To 

begin with, the optimal parameters of the TMD in Taipei 101 

Tower are first determined. Then a finite element model of 

this high-rise building, equipped with a TMD system, is 

established. A detailed dynamic analysis is conducted 

accordingly, to evaluate the behaviour of the structure-TMD 

system. The simulation results obtained are compared with 

the wind tunnel test data and the recorded field 

measurements. The accuracy of the established 

computational frameworks is then verified. Findings of this 

study demonstrate that the use of the TMD in this building is 

materially effective in reducing the wind-induced vibrations. 

However, it is not as effective in mitigating remote seismic 

vibrations responses. 

 Dr. Mohan M. Murudi in his research paper Tuned 

Mass Damper (TMD) has been found to be most effective for 

controlling the structural responses for harmonic and wind 

excitations. In the present paper, the effectiveness of TMD in 

controlling the seismic response of structures and the 

influence of various ground motion parameters on the seismic 

effectiveness of TMD have been investigated. The structure 

considered is an idealized single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) 

structure characterized by its natural period of vibration and 

damping ratio. Various structures subjected to different actual 

recorded earthquake ground motions and artificially 

generated ground motions are considered. It is observed that 

TMD is effective in controlling earthquake response of 

lightly damped structures, both for actual recorded and 

artificially generated earthquake ground motions. The 

effectiveness of TMD for a given structure depends on the 

frequency content, bandwidth and duration of strong motion; 

however the seismic effectiveness of TMD is not affected by 

the intensity of ground motion. 

 Christoph Adam and Thomas Furtmuller in his 

fundamental parametric study the seismic performance of 

Tuned Mass Dampers (TMDs) is investigated. Earthquake 

excited vibration prone structures are modelled as elastic 

single- degree-of-freedom oscillators and they are equipped 

with a single TMD. The TMD performance is assessed by 

means of response reduction coefficients, which are 

generated from the ratio of the structural response with and 

without TMD attached. It is found that TMDs are effective in 

reducing the dynamic response of seismic excited structures 

with light structural damping. The results of the presented 

study are based on a set of 40 recorded ordinary ground 

motions. 

 Kourosh Talebi Jouneghani in his study the 

application of tuned mass damper in improving the response 

of structures is considered. At first, three frames of 3, 9 and 

20 stories are evaluated in which time history analysis is done 

according to El Straw earthquake. The maximum reduction 

of among the three mentioned frames belongs to a 20-stories 

structure in which the rate of story displacement reduction is 

between 25 to 45%, and this indicates that by increasing the 

height of the structure, the performance of tuned mass damper 

improved. In the second part, the effect of semi-active tuned 

mass damper is studied on a 10-stories frame. Studies showed 

that using a tuned mass damper system with viscous damper 

with controller force decreases the average of maximum 

displacement of roof story down to 39.9 % and this amount 

of reduction is 22.8% for semi-active tuned mass damper. 

Finally, the performance of tuned Single and multiple mass 

Damper is evaluated on a 20-stories frame, and the results 

show that single and multiple dampers decrease structures 

‘responses and the performance of tuned multiple dampers 

depends on the mass and frequency ratio and also concluded 

that the performance of tuned multiple mass dampers is 

reduced by transition to middle of the structure stories. 

 Min HoChey in his research paper explores next 

generation passive and semi- active tuned mass damper 

(PTMD and SATMD) building systems for reducing the 

seismic response of tall structures and mitigating damage. 

The proposed structural configuration separates the upper 
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storey(s) of a structure to act as the ‘tuned’ mass, either 

passively or semi actively. In the view point of traditional 

TMD system theory, this alternative approach avoids adding 

excessive redundant mass that is rarely used. In particular, it 

is proposed to replace the passive spring damper system with 

a semi active resettable device based system (SATMD). This 

semi-active approach uses feedback control to alter or 

manipulate the reaction forces, effectively re-tuning the 

system depending on the structural response. In this trade-off 

parametric study, the efficacy of spreading stiffness between 

resettable devices and rubber bearings is illustrated. Spectral 

analysis of simplified 2-DOF model explores the efficacy of 

these modified structural control systems and the general 

validity of the optimal derived parameters is demonstrated. 

The end result of the spectral analysis is an optimally-based 

initial design approach that fits into accepted design methods. 

 ANTHONY C. WEBSTER and RIMAS 

VAICAITIS in his research both analysis floor vibration 

problems appears to be on the rise, 1.2 the use of mechanical 

damping devices to control vibrations is limited. In a recent 

survey of vibration control methods, Murray3 reports that 

passive-mechanical damping methods, including viscous 

damping, viscous-elastic damping, and tuned-mass dampers, 

have often gone untried outside the laboratory or have had 

marginal impact in actual buildings. This is particularly 

unfortunate because mechanical dampers can sometimes 

control floor vibrations more cheaply than structural 

stiffening, and are often the only viable means of vibration 

control in existing structures. This paper details the successful 

implementation of a tuned-mass damping system to reduce 

the steady-state vibrations of the long span, cantilevered, 

composite floor system at the Terrace on the Park Building in 

New York City. The experience with this implementation 

suggests that tuned mass dampers (TMDs) can be 

successfully employed to control steady-state vibration 

problems of other composite floor systems. The potential for 

general application of TMDs in composite floor systems is 

discussed, and areas for further research are suggested. 

A. Gap of Study 

Tall building development has been rapidly increases in India 

introducing new challenges that need to be met through 

engineering judgement. Selection of the proper structural 

system for a tall building subjected to lateral loads is very 

difficult task. The used of tune mass damper system has been 

very effective and efficient structural system used in reducing 

the lateral displacement and storey drift. However, when 

height of the building increases, the building does not have 

the adequate stiffness to keep the storey drift down to 

acceptable limits. For such tall structures, a structural system 

known as TMD (tuned mass damper) were introduced. This 

system helps in reducing the movement of structure and 

reduces the storey drift as well as lateral displacement. 

 Although various studies are carried out in the past 

years but the advancement in technology and analysis 

procedures of structure give as more precise result. Therefore 

there is need of performing structural analysis with some 

advance tools. In this study ETABS v 13 CSI American 

software is used to analyse and study the various aspect of 

performance of structure. In previous studies researchers 

considered only regular geometry of structure by placing 

TMD (tuned mass damper) at different storey level under 

earthquake load to get optimum position of structure. 

IV. CONCLUSION  

Following point have been concluded from the past 

researches done: 

 To understand the behaviour of TMD (tuned mass 

damper) structural system available in literature. 

 To understand the dynamic linear Analysis or response 

spectrum analysis (RSA). 

 To find out the maximum and minimum displacement 

and storey drift under Response spectrum analysis by 

placing the TMD (tuned mass damper) at different storey 

level. 

 To understand the formation of pseudo-spectral 

acceleration by spectral matching method. 

 To understand the formation of spectral acceleration 

under the action of Time history analysis and response 

spectrum analysis. 

 To find out the spectral acceleration and base shear under 

the time history analysis by providing the TMD (tuned 

mass damper) at different storey changing its depth. 

 To carry out a study of tuned mass damper structural 

system having vertical geometric irregularity using 

dynamic analysis. 

 To carry out a study of tuned mass damper structural 

system by changing the position of tuned mass damper. 
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